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Installation Procedure Gap-Jack Pre-stressing units. 

 
 

 
 Adhere to making safe, barring and support standards on mine. 

 Examine pre-stressing unit for any damage. 

 Remove plastic protection cap on valve. 

 Measure and cut support to mine specification. 

 Place the Gap-Jack unit on top of the support and insert gang nails as far as possible into 

timber. 

 Place unit in centre of timber. Legs should be evenly spread on outside of the support pole. 

This will insure an even pre-stress action. 

 Place /slide coupler onto the valve insuring that it sits firmly on the valve. 

 Support with Gap-Jack can now be placed into position 90º to hang for pre-stress. 

 Hold the pole upright and start pumping the unit. 

 As soon as the unit inflates enough to support pole the employee should stop pumping and 

move away from the pole as far as the pump hose allows. 

 Confident that he is now a safe distance away from the unit he can commence pumping until 

the pump stops pumping or the water relieves at preset valve or pistol grip that indicates that 

full pressure via pump has been reached. 

 Do not exceed a lift of more than 50mm when pre-stressing. Pump should not bypass below 

12 to 13MPA.This will insure a pre-stress of at least 160 KN to 200 KN depending on the 

lift. 

 Optimum lift is between 30 and 45 mm. 

 Pump and pistol settings should be inspected on a weekly basis to insure optimum 

performance by the Gap-Jack units. 

 

Be advised that all standard pumps and fittings in existing use does fit the Gap-Jack units and do 

not need to be changed.     

 


